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Codex: Chaos Daemons is an expansion book for the Games Workshop Table Top game Warhammer 40, This book
was published for the first time in , and is for the 4th edition of Warhammer 40, It was the final codex published in the 4th
edition. The book has 88 pages and the cover is printed in.

Death to the False Emperor! It is indeed like the old proverb: The Chaos Marine codex was interesting- I feel
that it overall a well balanced book, with some nifty play mechanics and a good mix of old-school and current
edition ideas. However, not everyone viewed the Codex that way. Some believe that it still lacks the power
and charm of the 3. Perhaps, but it is vastly better than the crappy 5th. Yes, it lacks some of the imagination of
the Eye of Terror list, but again, with cultists and allies, you can finagle something along those lines if you
wish. Last, some say that the Codex is bad because some units are way over priced. Well, maybe Plague
Marines are a bit too much- but still, not much above what has come before. Chaos Space Marines has faced a
bit of controversy, as well as a bit of love from players of the game. However, a whole new level of
controversy is coming, thanks to the Chaos Daemons Codex. This book, in many ways, is indeed a
compliment to the Chaos Marines. Combine the two books together and you have an insane Chaos force
insane is not good or bad- just chaotic. The book has already generated a fair share of controversy, and is
likely to get nastier as time goes on and people have games under their belts. Random charts, nerfs,
overpowerings, points changes, strange rule mechanics I have been a daemon player since the first book came
out, and I had daemons before that with the older Chaos codex. In those days, Daemons were meant to support
Chaos Marines- summoned by the traitorous legions astartes. Then, natch, GW came up with the idea of doing
Chaos Daemon armies in both fantasy and 40K systems - full on daemonic incursions, baby! My friends
scoffed at the idea of an all-daemon army. I of course, being a full on Chaos fanatic, embraced this and began
to build a not insubstantial daemon army. Though it never got to be as big as my Death Guard, I did put a lot
of time into it- I am particularly proud of my Bloodletters I already had a ton of Plague Bearers , and my
Greater Daemon of Slaanesh is only slightly perverse. The Chaos Daemons was an odd force, with a strange
but fun method of deployment, and lots of quirky rules. Well, here we are with a new Codex. To make this
review even more interesting, this was the first Codex I got for my iPad. So, let me start with that. I hestitatedshould I buy the hardback or should I go digital? I also wanted it to go along with my Chaos Space Marine
book, on the same shelf, as it were. Thus, I decided to go with the new: I decided to download it. And yes, the
Codex is amazing on the iPad. It has all the fluff, rules, and pictures from the book. What makes this so damn
nifty and efficient though is the fact that you can tap a rule and bam! You no longer have to flip back and
forth, trying to find out the AP of the weapon. It just pops up on your screen, right next to the army entry. You
can also save key book marks, so you can go right to a chart without flipping and wasting time. I am really
glad that this iPad version is so good. Why oh why is it the same price as the hardcover? So- what about the
book? There are others on the internet who will give you a much more comprehensive view of the book,
including stats for dice outcomes, which units will be abused by WAAC players, which units have been
nerfed, and the like. In every shooting phase of the Daemons, the Daemon player rolls on this chart. The
effects vary widely. Yes, this is supposed to make up for the daemons almost utter lack of shooting, but it has
problems. It could, with a bad roll, kill a Psyker a Daemon one or an enemy one, depending on how you roll.
On other rolls, Daemons of certain gods can be hurt as well as non-engaged enemies, on a roll of a 6 for each
unit. If you roll badly, you might even have to do Daemonic Instability for the entire army! I have no problem
with random events and charts, but this is too much! That is a lot to do each shooting phase- and if you roll
poorly, both players might suffer serious injury. Now, I get fluff wise what this means, but as a game
mechanic it is way too much. It is a good concept, but I would have limited it. In fact, I think the two are really
one larger work. Now, I know- not all Daemon players play Chaos Marines or vice versa. However, many like
myself have at least dabbled in both. I am a Chaos man, through and through. In the current 6th edition
environment, the ally mechanic is a nifty way to combine armies yes, GW wants your money, but that is
besides the point. These two books, combined via the allies rule, allows you to create all kinds of characterful,
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fluff inspired lists. I cannot wait to create a Death Guard force supported by Daemons. I want my Bloodletters
to charge in alongside my Khorne Bezerkers, damn it! Now they can, and it is very cool indeed. I have already
thought of a few possibilities: Then send in the Bezerkers to mop up, or to take the objectives. If you play
Death Guard and would like some characterful fast attack, go for the Drones and a Soulgrinder for more
anti-air. The point is these two books go together so well- that is the highlight of the book for me. Yes, it is a
random chart that you spend points on to get bonuses like the Gift of Mutation in the Chaos Marines book.
The saving grace here is that you only roll at the start of the game- minimum of fuss unlike the Warpstorm
chart. Yes, it requires a bit of record keeping and such, but I think it fits into the Chaos theme- and none of the
Gifts are overwhelming or overpowered. You would just buy them from the wargear options in a regular listso its pretty much the same, only a bit more uncertain. They do cause Fear, which might help against some
armies, but several armies have Fearless, so it may be a wash. The real issue is that Daemons no longer have
fearless, they have Daemonic Instability. In truth, DI is what fearless was in the 4th edition. In the Daemons
case, if you lose combat, take a ld test, and subtract modifiers lost combat by That difference is the number of
wounds the unit gets, no saves allowed. Now, depending on your roll, you might lose a few. However, it gets
confusing in shooting- Daemons auto-pass such morale tests. Thus, the question is- can they go to ground?
Many of the units have been reduced points wise. Certainly, these Daemons are cheaper than in the past.
However, are they useful? Tzeentch stuff in general has been nerfed to a degree- their Warpflame hurts, but
could grant the attacked unit FNP 6 if they roll poorly Daemon players from the last edition know all about
this one- In the old rules, you divided your force in half. On a good roll, you got the side you wanted- and all
those units would materialize turn 1 via deep strike. Then, each unit would have to roll to see if they could be
brought in. Sometimes this lent excitement to the game, other times you totally wasted units and had a
frustrating time. They have changed this a lot. Daemons can now absolutely start on the battlefield at turn 1.
They can deploy just like any army. However, all Daemons CAN deep strike, so you can hold the ones you
want in reserve. Aiding you in this is the Icons, which prevent such wide scatter, and Daemonic instruments,
which allow you to bring in another deep strike unit without rolling for it. Thus, you can kinda play it old
school if you want deeps striking a ton of units , or you can deploy everything, or you can mix and match. Lets
start with Greater Daemons- I love these guys, but I still think they are a bit too expensive. They are quite
costly points wise, and they are real fire magnets. Yes, the Greater Daemon of Nurgle is tough and all, but it
takes him time to trudge up the field. The Slaanesh is faster with fleet and he is fast in combat, no doubt.
Again, love GDs, but I always fear that they are point sinks, and will get shot before long. Plus, they really
need some "Gifts" to be more effective, which costs more points. The other HQ option is the Heralds. If
Daemon is your primary, you can have 4 Heralds as 1 HQ choice. This is even better than it was in the last
Dex. Most Heralds are regular Daemons, but they can have more upgrades, including gifts and Loci. Loci
powers are additional bonuses that are conferred on the whole unit that the Herald joins.
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Same goes for the Warp Mask; the intention and phrasing of the rule is obvious. The use of "12 or 1" is just to
further clarify things, and whilst incorrect, it still does that, showing the essence of the rule. The rule and its
example makes sense and anyone reading it should understand it, despite the "12 or 1" example being not
entirely correct. However, cheapbuster, you are correct and it will be changed, and it is a valid comment on
your part to make. A chaos space marine should not be better and cheaper than a regular space marine. You
get leadership 10?? All of them have close combat weapons and bolt pistols and bolters? In fact a lot of stuff
in here is broken. A dreadnought that ignores a pen every turn??? Also the dreadnoughts crazed rule has no
drawback now. All is dust is waaaay too good too. Same price as an assault marine with leadership 10 for free.
Even two lightening claws are 5 points cheaper. This codex seems intentionally imbalanced. Maybe the
opposite is true and the Space Marines Codex is imbalanced? But not in a good way. Chaos Space Marines are
veterans that in many cases fought in the Horus Heresy and alongside the Primarch Demi-gods and even the
Emperor, they spend their time in the Eye of Terror facing what any sane man would consider hell; I think a
high leadership is justified and compensates for the lack of ATSKNF. What if your Dread goes running off
after a unit of Grots? Starts shooting its lascannon at these grots? Stays still when you want it to be charging?
Charging when you want it to be shooting? All is Dust costs you 23pts on a unit that is no tougher infact
weaker in assault than a standard CSM. Or, you just shoot them with AP3 weapons. Thousand Sons are
supposed to be highly resilient to small arms, this reflects that whilst leaving them with a definable weakness:
Assault and AP3 weapons. They also cost more than a Grey Knight. Same with Plasma Pistols. Do you think 2
lightning claws for 30pts is too much?! My Codex may appear to you as intentionally imbalanced, but your
statement appears to me as unintentionally naive and ill-informed. I feel yours was neither. And again, I have
done nothing but welcome feedback. Even if rudely phrased or poorly worded in some peoples opinions,
feedback has been welcomed and incorporated. Maybe you should read the codex first However, as he said, I
did say: Imagine that - the Master of the Wolves, his ferocity twisted into grief. And yet you still carried out
your duty. You always did what was asked of you. Truly you were the attack dog of the Emperor. You took no
pleasure in what you did. I knew that then, and I know it now. But all things change, my brother.
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released tomorrow.

Still in the original factory shrink wrap, with condition visible through shrink noted. For example, "SW NM "
means shrink wrapped in near-mint condition. Like new with only the slightest wear, many times
indistinguishable from a Mint item. Close to perfect, very collectible. Board games in this condition may be
played but show little to no wear. Lightly used, but almost like new. May show very small spine creases or
slight corner wear. Absolutely no tears and no marks, a collectible condition. May have medium sized creases,
scuff marks, very small stain, etc. Complete and very useable. Fair Very well used, but complete and useable.
May have flaws such as tears, pen marks or highlighting, large creases, stains, marks, a loose map, etc. Poor
Extremely well used and has major flaws, which may be too numerous to mention. Item is complete unless
noted. When only one condition is listed, then the box and contents are in the same condition. A "plus" sign
indicates that an item is close to the next highest condition. A "minus" sign indicates the opposite. Boardgame
counters are punched, unless noted. Due to the nature of loose counters, if a game is unplayable it may be
returned for a refund of the purchase price. In most cases, boxed games and box sets do not come with dice.
The cardboard backing of miniature packs is not graded. If excessively worn, they will be marked as "card
worn. If excessively worn, they will be marked as "tray worn.
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Edit Skarbrand is a paragon of violence, a whirlwind of bloodshed and destruction in whom the Blood God
once rejoiced. In a great battle with the mightiest of the Bloodthirsters, he received his daemonic axes ,
Slaughter and Carnage, which were imbued with the spirits of his defeated enemies. For these deeds and many
others, limitless glory was heaped upon him. No daemon had served the Blood God more faithfully or shed
more blood than Skarbrand. Worlds were left ravaged in the wake of the carnage wrought by the Greater
Daemon as well as the realms of the other Chaos Gods with equal rage. But foolish pride proved his undoing.
After dragging the Greater Daemon to the pinnacle of the Brass Citadel, he held aloft the Bloodthirster for all
within his realm to see, an example to all who dared to challenge his rule. Khorne then hurled Skarbrand
across the Realm of Chaos. Skarbrand blazed a trail of fiery destruction for eight days and nights, a rage-filled
meteor flying across the realms of the Chaos Gods , leaving scorched devastation in his wake. When he finally
crashed to a stop, the daemon lord carved a great canyon with his landing, his leathery wings torn asunder by
the force of the impact. Exiled for eternity, the frustrated Skarbrand bellowed his wrath towards the heavens.
He then set upon an eternal path of slaughter that would dwarf all the bloodshed that had come before it.
Spurred on by his mindless betrayal, Skarbrand has become the mindless embodiment of wrath incarnate.
Bloodshed and war inevitably follows wherever he treads. Oceans of blood have been shed in the name of
Khorne with his legendary twin daemon-axes. Roused only by the anger that spurred his mindless betrayal,
Skarbrand exudes anarchy and death, and where he treads, bloodshed and war follow. No cowardice survives
the overwhelming need to slay. But all this slaughter is for naught, for Khorne has no mercy in his black heart.
In recent history, Skarbrand has appeared several times in the material universe. On those occasions he has
wrought untold carnage and destruction in his wake. In the early years of the 41st Millennium, Skarbrand
appeared on the doomed Imperial Agri-world of Gheistos during the lamentable Gheistos Cataclysm. His
berserk rage infected all he surveyed, driving the Imperial Guardsmen defending the planet to turn on each
other in an insane frenzy. The valiant Astartes clove the mighty Bloodthirster in twain at the Gates of
Pandemonium, banishing the Greater Daemon back to the Warp. He played a crucial role in the shattering of
Craftworld Biel-Tan when he made a pact with The Masque to attack the forces of that Craftworld on the
corrupted Maiden World of Ursulia. He later fought a titanic duel with the resurrected Primarch Roboute
Guilliman aboard a Blackstone Fortress in the Maelstrom as the Primarch sought to reach Terra during the
Terran Crusade after he was freed from captivity by Cypher and Sylandri Veilwalker. Fateweaver and
Skarbrand chose to put aside their mutual disdain and allied to prevent Guilliman from escaping the star
fortress. Since the opening of the Great Rift , Skarbrand has moved erratically across the galaxy, his sheer fury
manifesting terrible Warp Storms around him. He most recently was one of the daemonic commanders of the
Khornate Blood Crusade. Skarbrand is a towering figure, an immensely muscled killing machine who
embodies the insensate wrath of the Blood God. Since he was hurled from the Brass Realm by his raging god,
Skarbrand has been earthbound, his wings wrecked by the brutal impact that saw him carve a furrow through
the Realm of Chaos. Once mighty pinioned things, they are now tattered remnants -- with ragged leather
stretched and torn between broken spurs. Lengths of spiked chain span the sorrowful ruin, piercing the spines
to keep them from unfolding further. Within the breaks in the torn flesh, cracked shards of bones are visible.
The Blood God knows no mercy and will grant Skarbrand no succour, regardless of the unfathomable carnage
the outcast Bloodthirster causes in his name. Despite an age of battle Skarbrand still bears the wounds inflicted
upon him when Khorne cast him out of his domain. It seems likely they will never heal. Eyes leer out from the
blades with malicious intent, the axes possessing a thirst that can only be slaked by blood. The origins of these
fell weapons hearkens back to days of yore, when Skarbrand carved a gore-ridden trail of victories and rose to
lead the Blood Legions of Khorne. He continued to forever seek out the next challenge worthy of his martial
attentions. At last, after slaughter untold, only the greatest of his fellow Bloodthirsters remained as worthy
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rivals. Thus Skarbrand sought them out and, at the Battle of Infernus Plains, overpowered even the mightiest
of his rivals. As a conqueror he stood atop the piled dead, capturing the soul stuff of the two most powerful of
the defeated and binding them into weapon form. Looking down from his Brass Throne, Khorne saw the
defeat of his greatest Bloodthirsters. The act pleased him, for the god of rage and battle cares not from whence
the blood flows, only that it does so.
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Stan Lee Passes away at the age of 95 - Hello everyone!! Just sharing a sad one: Stan lee, the writer, editor,
and publisher who is responsible for lovable characters such as, Spider-Man, X-Men Onslaught â€” Pre Order
Now! The second wave of boosters is out at the end of November, at it is available to order now! My
Canoptek Wraith is a kind of homunculus, here fulfilling the role of H Flames of War 14 hours ago The Latest
Projects: Adeptus Titanicus - I have finally gotten some of my mojo back and in a bit of a hobby, model
building spurt. Below are some pictures of the fruits of my labour this weekend Some of his points are valid,
but he has a major bias against soup. As always they are a mix of ones from the competition and from on
various stan I always liked games in a smaller scale like "Epic: A major reason for the speed on Be it gang
war, galactic civil war or war in a fantasy world crea I am really surprising myself with how much I have read
this year. So with this in mind I am now attempting to jump between a D In Richmond VA - The title says it
all, right? The most recent battle of Mortem et Gloriam saw my Seleucids fighting against Romans, this time
of a Foederate flavor, commanded by Paul against w Looking striking in their regal colours of Gold an These
kits look pretty awesome on the sprue, and despi Been having some issues getting new pics uploaded to my
galleries, but finally got it sorted out and have a whole slew of new pics ready to go I have been super excited
for this recently and been bitten Aber er stemmt sich gegen sein Schicksal I designed these bases for
Warhammer 40, Death Guuard Pla From the leaks to release, how we view the These are Lyrae 55, Escher
sub-faction seconded to the Adeptus Sororitas. These were great fun to put together, an Tancerze Wojny [image: I have named them the Purple Sun which just poppe And after his going they took Minas Ithil and
dwelt there, and they filled it, and all the valley about, with decay: It took a lot of work to get there;
repositioning legs, inverting a left hand into right, 3D modeling fingers and ha I like to use these challenges to
try and work thro Preorders from the 10th November The lists are submitted and you can check them out
yourself here.
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They are not the same army as they were in 7th. In 7th, they were a summoning army. You did not see people
playing Nurgle armies, Khorne Armies, or Slaanesh armies at competitive play. The summoning army has
been removed, and now new armies are in their place. What do we have today? This means that you are not
playing a CD army, but instead you should think that you are playing a Chaos army. There is nothing keeping
you from grabbing some hellbrutes and adding them to your army. Maulerfiends are pretty cool. You can use
them over soulgrinders if you like. Nothing is stopping you. This is a big mental shift from previous editions -even when being battle brothers. Take a look at these auras. Skulltaker You can add 1 to hit rolls made for a
friendly Bloodletter unit that are within 8" of Skulltaker Herald of Khorne You add 1 to the STR characteristic
of friendly Khorne Daemon units within 6" of this ability Daemon Prince of Khorne You can re-roll hit rolls
of 1 made for friendly Khorne daemon units within 6" of this model. If you take the C: SM prince, he cannot
be targeted Now, we look at some units of bloodletters, and what do they become. The Herald and Skulltaker
also get the aura from Skulltaker. Shooting vs Assault Daemons have great assault abilities. If you are playing
daemons, you can expect the majority of your battles to be assault. There are some good shooting units in the
daemon army. Flamers of Tzeentch, for example, are off the hook for how much damage they can do for their
points cost. Smite Spam I learned in my games with daemons that Smite gets to be really effective when you
can cast it with multiple psykers per round. Entire units were being removed from just smite. Dropping 10
heralds to do this is not impossible. There is a formation that lets you take 5 HQ. You can grab 2 of those
formations, then another to fill out the first of your force. Deck Chair Units One of the best units in the game
for camping on objectives are Plaguebearers. While not as good as a conscript unit with a commissar to back
them -- they are a solid way to squat on an objective. You can also take CSM or chaos cultists for this role.
IMHO poxwalkers are a touch pricy for this role. Instruments These upgrades are amazing. This adds an
effective 1" to the movement for your daemons. Their threat range for turn two is Renegade Knights
Remember how all Chaos factions are aligned. You can run three renegade knights and bring Daemons in the
same army. IMHO daemons can help to fill some of the gaps left by the knights, such as deck chair units.
Alternatively you can just bring a bunch of daemon princes to hang out with your knights to overwhelm your
opponent with high toughness targets. I plan on playing with some knight based armies this weekend. How to
use Summoning The average dice you will get with summoning is You can use a command point in a pinch
here. What this means is that you are limited to summoning smaller units, of a 10 power or less. What you can
do, however, is drop 20 lesser daemons 9" away from someone. The daemons, with an instrument, have a
Without an instrument, they would have a If this is a critical charge, you can use a command point here This
message was edited 7 times.
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The Chaos Marine codex was interesting- I feel that it (overall) a well balanced book, with some nifty play mechanics
and a good mix of old-school and current edition ideas. With the allies rule, separate detachments, and Chaos
cultists/zombies- it seemed that the glory days of Chaos Marines was back.

Why play Chaos Daemons[ edit ] The current codex The Daemonic Incursion Edition, which comes with the
extra units and formations from the supplements, but is digital-only. The two biggest problems with the Ork
codex this edition are 1 How horribly points-inefficient it is, especially for a horde army and 2 How the
randomness of the orks has been so hilariously mishandled. Not only is pretty much every special rule, gift, or
psychic power good, but for what you get, most daemon units are bargains of the most epic degree. The Chaos
gods cover each other pretty well Khorne: Anti-special character and anti-psyker. Bodyguard and anti-heavy
weapon. Rapetastic melee , even though they decide sometimes to take pot shots at one another in the midst of
battle. All in all, if you like rolling the dice and having the ability to make even the OP Eldar and Necrons shit
their high-and-mighty pants, this is the army for you. Any Space Marine can summon Bloodletters, but only
you can then give those letters Rage with a loci or compensate for their lack of frag grenades with a skull
cannon. The whole army causes Fear. Powerful anti-infantry and close-combat, Daemonettes and Bloodletters
being some of the best assault infantry in the game. Plus Daemons of Slaanesh get Rending by default.
Awesome Greater Daemons and cheap, effective Heralds. In addition, you can take multiple Heralds in one
HQ slot. Rarely will you find yourself outnumbered. You out specialize the Eldar by a mile- the only time
they have an advantage is shooting. Daemons are basically Fearless, except if they lose in an assault. While
the random nature of the codex can be considered bad, this army rewards those who are skilled and patient
enough to work around them and it does give some perks. You can be put into a situation where other armies
would have to give up, but a few lucky rolls could flip it around. Our Cavalry units Plague Drones, for
example can give our troops and other units the mobility they need via Deep Strike to get into assault behind
cover of course. No other faction has as many different types of Beasts, Cavalry, or Chariots as the Daemons.
The army also approaches the game from a completely different angle than most other lists, and appeals to
people who find the standard shooty game a bit stale. From a modeling perspective, Daemons have by far the
most variety. Kitbashing and homebrew models are accepted and highly encouraged. With Malefic
Daemonology and a lucky roll on the Warpstorm table, you can potentially turn around an otherwise lost
game. All of these and more are within the realm of possibility. You have THE best statlines in the game, bar
none. Seriously, fucking Primarchs lack the sheer mano-a-mano power of your characters. Nothing in the
game can beat greater daemons at their own games, and even Daemon Princes are stupidly well statted for
cheaper HQs. Extreme lack of dakka outside of psychic. If you want an army that can shoot its way out of a
paper bag, this is not it. You know how GW charges an arm and a leg for their models? For a Daemons army
you can say goodbye to an eye and a testicle too. Nice kidney, GW will be taking that as well. Not an army for
beginners. The abundance of random tables can cause the result of the game to be determined regardless of
tactics or strategy. The army can simply lose without warning to unlikely random chance--A roll of 12 for
Instability, and a key, durable unit completely disappears. Because of the random rolls you need a lot more
bookkeeping compared to other armies since you need to write down your Warlord Trait, gifts and psychic
powers. Even worse against Grey Knights now without Eternal Warrior and new dependence on psykers. Lack
of Eternal Warrior means you have to roll on Biomancy if shit hits the fan Everything goes squish.
Anti-infantry will be the literal death of you. If failed, the unit takes wounds equal to the difference of the
leadership. If a 12 is rolled, the entire unit is evaporated. No Instant Death or whatever, your models simply
cease to exist and you have to go buy new ones. The Warpstorm can be really annoying, with most of the rolls
causing damage to your units. Take Fateweaver to "fix" this due to his guaranteed warlord trait, or take units
of an opposing god with an instrument. Daemons provide the bodies, Psychic powers, and Monstrous
Creatures that they lack. As of the time of this writing, Warzone Fenris gave the Chaos Daemons lots of new
toys like god-specific artifacts, warlord traits, and expanded psychic powers It may be iBook only, but it wraps
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up both the main Codex plus the Warzone Fenris goodies into one fairly cheap package. Shall we take a look?
Most Daemons now have this special rule. As an additional twist, a double 6 will completely wipe out the unit,
but a double 1 will bring back all daemons that died that phase. Daemons who take wounds from this Special
Rule do not get saves of any kind, but models with Feel No Pain may still take their Feel No Pain roll against
this. As any neckbeard worth his salt knows, Daemons are aligned with one of the Four Big Bads, giving them
some nice boons and defining which weapons, psychic powers and daemonic gifts they can take: Daemons of
Khorne have Furious Charge and hate Slaaneshi daemons. Daemonettes make them feel inadequate, so Hatred
is a given. Daemons of Nurgle have Slow and Purposeful, Shrouded, and defensive grenades. It works just like
before So precision Deep Strike away! Servants of the other gods still scatter, albeit only d6" does it work for
CSM daemons with no mark? Also, now you can buy god-specific icons with a special effect usable once per
game: Adds 2d6 S4 AP- hits to the unit you targeted with witchfire power or with shooting this turn. Seems
kind of meh, but can actually cause a couple more casualties. Unit get Soul Blaze in melee. Unit gets
Adamantium Will. Might be good if you feel defensive Plague Banner: Works great with Etherblades. All
enemies engaged in combat with the unit lose -d3 WS until the end of the phase. Enemy units who were
"smart" enough to charge your Beast s will always make a disordered charge. Seriously, why would they do
that? In any case, this will make Beasts of Nurgle more difficult to kill in close combat. Oh yeah, that why. A
Beast of Nurgle that is within 12" of an enemy that successfully charged in their Assault phase immediately
charges that enemy. Pretty funny that your foe must choose to either attack the blob of meatbags through the
slime trail or ignore them but suffer poisoned hits from them. Scroll to the bottom to read Warpflame. Totem
of Endless Bloodletting: Makes your Seeker Chariots more threatening when charging in. Basically an
equivalent to the It Will Not Die! Enemy units have -5 to their Initiative in the Assault Phase. This is your
other source for the lack of assault grenades your Daemons carry aside from the Skull Cannon. Also helpful on
those annoying Necron Canoptek Wraiths that make you I1 in close combat For only one round though. You
get one more attack for each unsaved HoW wounds you inflicted. The infamous rule that gave Tzeentch units
a bad first impression. Any unit that suffers one or more unsaved Wounds at the end of each phase must pass a
Toughness test. Again, choose wisely who to target first. Firing this at Nurgle units, bikers, and Monstrous
Creatures is almost always a bad idea. For best results combine with some way to lower toughness. Curse of
the Wulfen did something unique with the Daemon Warlord traits: And make the best Distraction Carnifex
ever. To make things a bit clear, new traits do not replace the old ones, your Warlord just may roll on yet
another traits table depending on his daemonic alliance. In a big step up from the old selection, each Chaos
God also has its own unique set of Hellforged Artifacts. All can only be used by specific unit types, which are
mentioned for each artifact. Keep in mind that regardless of which list it comes from, a given unit can only
have one hellforged artifact. Also, god-specific artifacts do not count towards the total amount of Daemonic
Rewards taken. Warlord Traits[ edit ] Just like any other 6th edition Codex, Daemons have their own Warlord
Traits Table that must be rolled on a d6 for your selected Warlord. Most of them are quite helpful with only
one Herald of Doom being kind of useless and it still can be very helpful depending on who you play!
Tzeentch Heralds may not benefit from it much, but a Lord of Change can now kill any generic HQ with ease.
Skarbrand has this trait by default. Rerolls to hit on the first round of combat is tasty indeed.
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Note that this is not a pure Daemons list, but most of the models/units in it are - you'll need the Chaos Index, the CSM
Codex, and the Imperial Armour Chaos Index to field it, and, if you want to fully explore your options, the Imperial
Armour Astra Militarum Index.

The hardback books contain background material and rules for Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 1st edition ,
Warhammer 40, Rogue Trader and Warhammer Fantasy Battle 3rd edition. Each of the two volumes describe
the background and associated rules for a pair of antagonistic Chaos gods but each also had material that was
germane to Chaos in general in the game settings. Both were written by Rick Priestley , Bryan Ansell , Mike
Brunton and Simon Forrest although many more people contributed material, both writings and illustrations.
The process in sketching and designing the cover for The Lost and the Damned was investigated within the
volume. This was not the case for Slaves to Darkness. The second version of Realm of Chaos was a boxed set
released in covering all of the rules for the Chaos armies Beastmen, Warriors, and Daemons in Warhammer
Fantasy. The box also contains the magic spell cards and items for the army. Slaves to Darkness[ edit ] Slaves
to Darkness features extensive descriptions of the gods Khorne and Slaanesh , complete with a pantheon of
their Daemons and rules for including these in tabletop battles as demonic armies. To give flavour for the
background and attributes of followers of Chaos it contained material such as a list of over "Chaos Attributes"
- mutations that the followers of Chaos were often afflicted by. This included some mutations that were
advantageous, such as those that made the mutant extra strong or taller, and those that confer a disadvantage,
such as ones that made the mutant small, weak or stupid. Other mutations were purely cosmetic, such as
giving the mutant brightly coloured skin or eyes on stalks, whilst some mutations were clearly comical, such
as one that gave the mutant a silly walk possibly inspired by the Monty Python sketch The Ministry of Silly
Walks and even a mutation that bestowed the "gift" of uncontrollable flatulence. The Horus Heresy firmly
locked the concept of chaos and demon influence in the SF universe of WH40K for good, establishing, as a
consequence, that the "Realm of Chaos" was actually the Warpspace that intergalactic farers had to traverse in
order to defeat the relativistic distances involved in space voyage. The link between the Warhammer and
Warhammer 40, worlds is explicitly stated in the first pages of the book. The Lost and Damned. The Lost and
the Damned covers the background material and Daemons for the other two major Chaos gods Tzeentch and
Nurgle. In addition, it contains rules that allow players and game masters to create their own gods and
appropriate Daemons. The additional section introduced important elements for Warhammer 40,, giving
background on the early life of The Emperor as well as rules for the Sensei , immortal children the Emperor
fathered during his thousands of years of life before he ascended the Golden Throne, who are champions of
the cause of "good". The Sensei have since been written out of the Warhammer 40, background, although an
explanation for their extermination was given as an Easter egg of sorts in the third edition of the Warhammer
40, rulebook. Both volumes also have army lists for Chaos armies and painting guides for miniature figures.
They also introduce the idea of daemonic battles, which consist of armies formed primarily from daemons and
other immortal followers of Chaos and fought within the realms of Chaos itself. Each was heavily illustrated
and interspersed with many short stories related to Chaos. Labelling it as "mature content" was a guide for
vendors as sales to minors was not legally restricted. As the subject matter of the book focused on the gods of
violence and pleasure, the illustrations were likewise violent or perverse. The Lost and the Damned featured
much more toned down artwork, although some was reused from Slaves to Darkness. Games Workshop
stopped publishing the books within a few years. It has been suggested that this was because, in the mids,
Games Workshop began to try to appeal to younger gamers hence diluting the mature content , rather than
only to adults, and the explicit violence of the Realm of Chaos books was seemingly inappropriate for the
younger market. Another suggestion is a more prosaic explanation: Warhammer 40, was revised along similar
lines in The books are consequently quite rare, with The Lost and the Damned being much the rarer of the
two. The reason for this is that a copy of Slaves to Darkness was required to use much of the material in The
Lost and the Damned, whereas the former book could be used on its own, and was also released two years
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earlier than its companion volume. Hence Slaves to Darkness was reprinted twice after its initial release
whereas The Lost and the Damned received only a single print run. For more extended and deeper reference
lore material on the nature of the Hordes of Chaos, the Realm of Chaos books have been replaced by the
newer volume The Liber Chaotica , published by Black Library Publishing. Conceptual origins[ edit ]
Warhammer Fantasy, Warhammer Age Of Sigmar, and Warhammer 40, depict universes that are out of
spiritual and emotional balance. The concept of Chaos Gods has been more or less integral to both ever since
they were first conceived. The Chaos Gods in Warhammer are essentially deities worshipped and feared by
various groups and that is what makes these groups followers of Chaos. In this idea there is evidently a strong
influence from the English fantasy writer Michael Moorcock. Many different Chaos Gods were named in the
various early miniature catalogues released by Citadel in the early eighties. But it was never clearly explained
what the fictional pantheon looked like. The idea of "Four Great Powers of Chaos", i. Chaos Gods, was first
introduced in the two Realm of Chaos sourcebooks released and respectively. To date these remain the
original and amongst the most detailed pieces of work published by Games Workshop regarding Chaos.
Secrets from the Realm of Chaos published contain as much detail as the original Realms of Chaos
sourcebooks and, in the case of the Liber Chaotica, taken directly from the original books , but with the
various additions and changes to the Chaos imagery that GW has introduced over the years â€” although these
latter two books focus mainly upon Chaos as perceived through the Warhammer Fantasy imagery. A major
factor in both universes about Chaos is that all four of the gods represent things that are good in moderation,
but are taken to extremes. For example, Nurgle is the god of life, but the unrestrained, unwholesome life, such
as a tumor. The two settings are not actually related to each other despite their names, but in concept the
Chaos Gods are similar in both. Khorne favours close combat, abhorring wizards in Warhammer Fantasy or
psykers in Warhammer 40, , considering them to be gaining unfair advantages. Khorne is also the god of
courage and honor, but these trappings are often eventually discarded in favor of the primary goal of killing.
While he blesses his followers by granting them strength and martial prowess, Khorne does not truly care who
spills blood, so long as the blood continues to be spilled. His material form is a mighty being wearing brass
armor and sitting on a throne of skulls. His holy number is 8 and his main enemy god is Slaanesh. Those who
worship Khorne are mighty warriors seeking to earn his favor by slaying mighty beasts and murdering mass
populations. His main daemons are the Bloodletters his soldiers , Flesh Hounds his beasts , and Juggernauts
his daemonic, metallic steeds. They are led by massive Greater Daemons called Bloodthirsters. His realm is
described to be a giant killing field with warriors constantly fighting and dying at his feet. His followers often
use "blood for the blood god, skulls for the skull throne" as their battle cry. Tzeentch is always scheming, his
every action feeding into his great plots that only he can comprehend. Tzeentch controls and manipulates the
fates of all and weaves them intricately into his devious web of manipulation and hunger for power. He has no
material form, as it constantly shifts and changes. His holy number is 9 and his main enemy god is Nurgle.
Those who worship Tzeentch are sorcerers and magicians hungry for knowledge and the pursuit of a greater
understanding of the universe. His main daemons are the Horrors his soldiers , Flamers and Screamers his
beasts , and Discs his flying, metal discs. They are led by avian Greater Daemons called Lords of Change. His
realm is described as a maze that constantly shifts and distorts, leading people entering into unimaginable
levels of madness. Nurgle is a warm and welcoming god who gifts his followers with poxes and boils, rashes
and sores. Nurgle thrives in death and decay, growing more powerful as great plagues spread, and his servants
seek only to spread disease. Nurgle prides himself on the achievements of his followers, "gifting" them with
hideous diseases while sheltering them from pain, and his followers rejoice in their blessings, shrugging off
lethality and disfigurement in a state of rapturous undeath. People in sickness might pray to Nurgle for relief,
but rather than heal the sick, Nurgle helps them endure their illness by removing their pain and misery, all the
while exacerbating their physical degeneration. His physical form is a large blob of putrid sickness and
disease. His holy number is 7 and his main enemy god is Tzeentch. Those who worship Nurgle are those
suffering and wanting freedom from sickness and pain, unaware that they are rapidly becoming more sick yet
feeling less pain. Nurgle welcomes all who desire to worship him. His main daemons are the Plaguebearers his
soldiers , his Nurglings smaller, minuscule versions of himself , his Beasts, and his Rot Flies his flying,
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disgusting beasts. They are led by Greater Daemons known as Great Unclean Ones, which are physically
manifestations of himself in the material world. His realm is described to be a massive rotting garden filled
with death and decay. In both settings, he is the youngest of the four gods; he is typically considered
androgynous , and while he is usually referred to as being male, in the Warhammer 40, universe, the Eldar
races consider him to be female. His followers seek only to indulge in whatever fleeting whims and desires
they feel, and they tend to become graceful, beautiful warriors who harbor selfish, cruel souls. In the
Warhammer 40, background, he was birthed from the excesses and hedonism of the Eldar society. His birth
created a psychic shockwave that spread across the galaxy, killing most of the Eldar population and their gods;
the survivors split into the various Eldar factions. It also created the largest warp storm in the Milky Way, the
Eye of Terror, which later became the main residence of the scattered Chaos Space Marines. The fall of the
Eldar empire paved the way for the rise of the Imperium of Man. In Warhammer Fantasy, his followers are
partly responsible for the corruption of an important Elven leader named Malekith, and the subsequent schism
that led to the formation of the Dark and High Elf races. His physical form is an androgynous being of the
most physical beauty. His holy number is 6 and his main enemy god is Khorne. Those who worship Slaanesh
are those who either wish to achieve the most popularity amongst their fellow men or the most ecstatic
pleasure, pleasure beyond imaginable. His main daemons are the Daemonettes his soldiers , the Fiends his
beasts , and his Steeds his serpentine mounts. They are led by Greater Daemons called the Keepers of Secrets,
lithe creatures with unholy beauty. His realm is described to be a massive castle in the middle of seven circles,
each representing one of the classical seven deadly sins. People cannot make it through without succumbing to
some type of flaw. In addition to these Chaos Gods, Warhammer: Age of Sigmar the sequel game to
Warhammer Fantasy features a number of new members who have ascended to the Chaos Pantheon: He
represents the anarchical nature of chaos, and so seeks to displace his fellow gods completely. While he does
not appear in Warhammer: The Great Horned Rat: He longs for the destruction of civilization and desires for
the respect and becoming the equal of his brother gods, who look down upon him. His physical form is a
gigantic anthropomorphic rat. His holy number is The only ones who worship him are the race called the
Skaven, half rat and half man monstrosities who formerly living under the earth of the Old World, now spread
throughout the Mortal Realms. His main daemons are the Skaven themselves his soldiers and their monstrous
beasts and machines that they have created.
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My intentions have always been to create a balanced, 5th edition Codex with every unit being usable and customisable
to a level between that of the and 4th edition Codices. I just have a couple of suggestions I'd like you to consider.

Jump to navigation Jump to search Example early 3rd edition Codex Imperial Guard Each codex had its own
lettering style for the title. Example late 3rd edition Codex Imperial Guard All of these longer codexes had a
standard black border and common title style. Example 4th edition Codex Space Marines All codexes had a
standard grey metal-effect border and common title style. Example 6th edition Codex Space Marines All
codexes had a standard grey name and the word codex. Early 7th Edition Codexes continued this styling.
Example Late 7th edition Codex Dark Angels These codexes had a standard white name with their faction
type. A codex often pluralised as codexes by Games Workshop, though the grammatically correct pluralisation
is codices , [1] in the Warhammer 40, tabletop wargame, is a rules supplement containing information
concerning a particular army , environment, or worldwide campaign. Codexes for particular armies were
introduced for the second edition of the game. The third edition rendered these obsolete, and a new series
began, including introducing codexes for battlezones and campaigns. Until superseded by newer versions, the
3rd edition and later codexes remained valid for the newer editions of Warhammer 40, The rules for all models
from 7th Edition onwards have been produced as datasheets. These are normally a concise page containing all
the necessary rules for a model or unit. A complete and comprehensive list detailing all the datasheets
available for each faction is available on the Datasheet Warhammer 40, Wikipedia page. The introduction of
8th edition saw a large rules overhaul, and all prior codexes were rendered obsolete. On release, 8th edition
introduced Indexes to introduce rules for all their armies, before again eventually releasing individual codexes.
As with before 8th edition, codexes remain valid until superseded by newer versions currently the oldest valid
codex is Codex: Space Marines - 8th Edition. All codexes 6th Edition and prior contained: Background Information about the force and its place in the Warhammer 40, universe. This includes artwork, short stories,
and copies of fictional documents from the future. Bestiary - A description of the units, characters and vehicles
that can be chosen for use in a battle. This includes their characteristic values, information on their weapons,
and any limitations on their use, as well as background information on the unit. Hobby section - Information
on collecting, building and painting an army from the codex. Army list - The items in the bestiary are arranged
by type and given a points value, with more powerful units costing more points, so that battles are fought
between balanced armies. Options are also given here along with their cost. For 7th Edition Games Workshop
overhauled the basic codex layout, 8th edition continued the same layout as such: This includes artwork, short
stories, and copies of fictional documents from the future - The same style as before. Army List - This
contains datasheets for every unit and a wargear list. In 7th edition datasheets contained the complete rules and
points values needed to field a unit and a picture of the model from the Citadel Miniatures range, along with a
description of the unit, as per the old bestiary. In 8th edition a datasheet contains the complete rules for
fielding a unit including power level and keywords. The points for matched play have been moved from the
datasheet to the Appendix. It also contains a quick reference sheet at the very back. In 8th edition this became:
Rules for models produced by Forgeworld are available as part of the Imperial Armour series of books, also
published by Forgeworld.
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